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When Apple TV+ first launched in late 2019, there were not many original films. That's starting to change. The streaming service is busy picking up big names and great talent to bring subscribers more feature films. If you like documentary filmmaking, Apple TV+ has rich content for you, especially if you love rock. Among their latest
features are documentaries made by some of the music industry's most famous artists. But if you're more in the mood for drama or comedy, the service has some big choices for you too. Keep scrolling through the best movies apple TV+ has to offer. Looking for something else? We also overtook the best shows on Apple TV+, the best
movies on Hulu, the best movies on Amazon Prime and the best movies on Disney+. Banker (2020) Based on the true story of two black businessmen who not only thrived in the Jim Crow era but managed to help other black business owners who had nowhere else to turn, The Banker asks: How do you win a rigged game? While Bernard
Garrett (Anthony Mackie) is a brilliant financial gauder, his skin color prevents him from doing the kinds of high-level deals for which he was built. So here's Garrett and his street-smart business partner Joe Morris (Samuel L. Jackson) recruit Matt Steiner (Nicholas Holet) to be the white face of their investments. Money rolls in, but things
are much harder when Garrett persuades his partners to follow him to Texas to buy white banks so they can offer loans to black businesses. The banker is a decent drama with humor, an eye-to-eye crash course in business, and a message that unfortunately remains relevant. Rotten Tomatoes: 78% Genre: Drama Stars: Anthony Mackie,
Samuel L. Jackson, Nicholas Holet Director: George Nolfie Rating: PG-13 Runtime: 120 Minutes Watch on Apple TV + Bruce Springsteen's Letter to You (2020) Bruce Springsteen's Letter to You feels less like a documentary and more like a music video for the whole album, and it's ok. Featured in black and white, Letter to You chronicles
the making of an album of the same name - the first Springsteen has recorded with his old friends in the E Street Band since 2014 High Hopes. Springsteen narrates the documentary with stories from his life, memories from the E Street Band and leads to each song. It's an intimate look at the construction of the album, complete with brief
and always friendly disagreements between Springsteen and E Streeters. It often feels less like they've all come together to make an album, and more like they've come together for drinks, sometimes connected to their guitars just for fun, and eventually forget to do anything else. Rotten Tomatoes: 94% Genre: Documentary, Music Stars:
Bruce Springsteen, Director of E Street Band: Tom Winter Rating: TV-PG Runtime: 90 Minutes Watch On TV+ On the Rockies (2020) One of the best news any movie fan could get in 2020 was that Sofia Coppola and Bill Murray - who collaborated on 2003's Lost in Translation - worked together again, this time with the original Apple TV
comedy + On the Rocks. Rashida Jones stars as Laura, a wife and mother who doesn't know if her marriage is in trouble. She begins to think that her husband Dean (Marlon Wayanes) is cheating on her, and it's her charming, urcumulent father Felix (Murray) who pokes at those fears and manipulates her into nightly adventures speeding
through New York in a dying convertible and even secretly going after her husband to Mexico. While the film is based on a glittering comedy, there is a fidgety but brilliantly conveyed sadness to Felix, who seems to care less about whether or not his son-in-law is and more about spending time with his daughter. On the Rockies funny,
sweet and quietly heartfelt. Rotten Tomatoes: 86% Genre: Comedy Stars: Rashida Jones, Bill Murray, Marlon Wayens Director: Sofia Coppola Rating: R Runtime: 96 Minutes Watch on Apple TV + Boys State (2020) In the 2020 documentary Boys State, one thousand boys descend on Austin, The state of Texas to build a mock
representative government, and unfortunately their youth don't make things any less explaining than they are on the floors of the actual As a result, you probably won't leave Boys State feeling particularly hopeful for the future of politics. Still, it's an incredibly compelling look at boys edding to become young men, and if nothing else, it's like
a sobering depiction of the political landscape for which young people persist, and a reminder of how bad things need to change. Rotten Tomatoes: 94% Genre: Documentary Stars: Ben Feinstein, Stephen Garza Director: Amanda McBain, Jesse Moss Rating: PG-13 Runtime: 109 Minutes Watch on Apple TV + Beastie Boys Story (2020)
If you've been around long enough, to remember hits such as Fight for Your Right or Sabotage when they were first released, there's something surreal about watching For example, yes, it's really Mike D and Adam Horowitz, aka Ad Rock, there's on-stage narrative stuff, but you might have to keep reminding yourself that Ad Rock isn't
really played by Martin Freeman. The documentary presents a one-night stage show in which rappers present their band's story, from their early days as a hardcore punk act to passing by their absent friend Adam Yauh. For already invested fans, it's fun to see the group's history resold from their perspective, and for the inconsistent, it's a
treasure trove. Make sure to keep looking through the credits for the surprise celebrity cameo and some hilarious clips that include old MTV appearances, and at least one heated argument about washing dogs. IMDB: 7.8/10 Genre: Documentary Stars: Beastie Boys, Michael Diamond, Adam Director: Spike Yoonze Rating: TV-MA
Runtime: 119 minutes Watch on Apple TV + Recommendations apple TV+ editors do not have thousands of movies that offer Netflix, Hulu or HBO Max. But it has a large selection of high-quality movies from great talents and big stars. If you want an engaging drama, a thought-making documentary, or something for kids, these are the
best movies on Apple's streaming platform. IMDb rating: n/aStarring: Justin Timberlake, Ryder Allen, June Squibb Director: Fisher StevensMotion Image rating: RRunning Time: 1 hour, 50 minutes Palmer is the story of a college football player (Justin Timberlake) who returns to his hometown to start life after spending time in prison. There
he connects with a young boy (Ryder Allen) who was abandoned by his mother. Together, perhaps they can piece together their broken lives-if Palmer's past doesn't go on the road. IMDb rating: 8.2/10Starting: Honor Kneafsey, Eva Whittaker, Sean BinDirector: Tom Moore, Ross StewartMotion Picture Rating: PGRunning Time: 1 hour, 43
minutes Wolfwalkers - a lovely animated adventure film about a girl and her father sent to eradicate all wolves from the woods surrounding the Irish village of Kilkenny. But there is more than a little magic in these forests and those wolves. The film has a lush visual style, strong voice performances, and a large pile of Irish folklore. It's good
to watch as a family. IMDb rating: 7.3/10Starting: Meryl Streep, Jacob Tremblay, Chris O'DowdDirector: Philip Hunt, Douglas CarriganMotion Image rating: TV-GRunning Time: 36 minutes Here we are: Notes for Life on Planet Earth is a short animated film based on Oliver Jefferies' favorite children's book. Filled with beautiful art and
soothing vocal performances by actors such as Meryl Streep, Chris O'Dowd and Ruth Negga, it's a great look at the foundations of life on this planet. In addition, the short length is ideal for smaller attention spans. IMDb rating: 6.4/10Starring: Bryce Dallas Howard, Ron Howard, Will SmithDirector: Bryce Dallas HowardMotion Image rating:
TV-14Running Time: 1 hour, 27 minutes Bryce Dallas Howard - acclaimed actress and director with acclaimed director Dad. So she got her father and other celebrity parents to sit down and talk about parenthood and his various struggles. Will Smith, Patton Oswallt, Neil Patrick Harris and many others give interviews for this touching
documentary. There are also glimpses into the lives of everyday dads. It all sounds a bit saccharine, but it's also a moving tribute to the big guy in our lives. IMDb rating: 7.0/10Starring: Tom Hanks, Elizabeth Shue, Stephen Graham Director: Aaron SchneiderMotion Image rating: PG-13Running Time: 1 hour, 31 minutes Originally planned
as a major theatrical release, COVID-19 spurred the debut of this World War 2 thriller on Apple Greyhound stars Tom Hanks (who also wrote the screenplay; adapted from the novel C.S. Forester) as an inexperienced navy escort ship commander in the early days of U.S. involvement in World War II. In this action packed naval war, the
navy must evade German submarines as it moves to Liverpool. IMDb rating: 6.5/10Starting: Bill Murray, Rashida Jones, Marlon WayanyDirector: Sofia CoppolaMotion Image rating: RRunning Time: 1 hour, 36 minutes This mix of comedy and drama reunites director Sofia Coppola with her Lost in Translation collaborator, the iconic Bill
Murray, for a look at family and relationships On the rocks, a woman (Rashida Jones) enlists the help of her playboy father (Murray) to help find out if her husband (Marlon Wayands) is cheating. This quest includes a trip from New York to Mexico, with reviews of the dynamics between parents and daughters, husbands and wives and a lot
of new things. The film is boosted by a winning cast and a lighter tone than the material can lead you to expect. IMDb rating: 7.8/10Starring: Mike D, Adam HorowitzDirector: Spike JonzeMotion Picture Rating: TV-MARunning Time: 1 hour, 59 minutes Hip Hop heads can't afford to miss this career covered by a look back at the semifinal
group, the Beastie Boys. From the beginning of the band nearly 40 years ago, through their breakthrough early albums, their 90s invention, to the death of 2012 co-founder Adam MCA Yauch, this documentary runs the gamut. Directed by Spike Jonze, who also directed the band's iconic music video Sabotage, along with indie feature hits
such as Her, Adaptation and Being John Malkovich, the film may not break any news or provide serious insights, but it's still a great time capsule for longtime fans and new converts. IMDb rating: 7.4/10Starring: Roy Bittan, Niels Lofgren, Patti Scialfa Director: Tom ZimniMotion Image rating: TV-PGRunning Time: 1 hour, 30 minutes
Released in conjunction with an album of the same name, this Springsteen dock is deeply immersed in Boss's work, combining in studio performances, rare archival material and live footage. While the documentary is nominally related to the creation and release of letter to you, there's something here for fans of any Springsteen era or
those just interested in creative work. Springsteen's recent turn to introspective and looking back on his life and career has revealed important facets of an artist many think they already know, making the letter to you all the more interesting. IMDb rating: 5.9/10Starring: Geraldine Viswanathan, Jack Kilmer, Gabriel Luna Director: Minhal
BaigMotion Picture Rating: RRunning Time: 1 hour, 34 minutes This coming-of-age drama set in a Pakistani-American family provides a new perspective on a well-worn genre. In Hala, the titular character - a teenage girl who loves skateboarding, has a crush on non-Muslims trying to make your way in the world like any teenager would.
This is compounded by her parents' expectations for her, cultural pressures and growing discord in her family. Presented at the Sundance Film Festival, Hala refreshes the coming-of-age story by coming at it from a different cultural perspective. IMDb rating: 7.7/10Starting: Ben Feinstein, Stephen Garza, Robert McDougall Director:
Amanda McBain, Jesse Moss Motion Picture Rating: PG-13Running Time: 1 Hour, 49 Minutes This award-winning documentary (he took home the Grand Jury Prize for documentaries at Sundance 2020) is extremely relevant in the wake of the US presidential election and the renewed focus on democracy and governance around the
world. Boys State chronicles the journey of more than 1,000 teenagers attending the eponymous annual event in which they project the government. This process involves everything you would expect, including party establishment, campaigning, and all the messiness and ugliness that can come with politics - all of which makes it an
important look at how we govern ourselves and what it might look like in the future. IMDb rating: 7.3/10Starring: Anthony Mackie, Samuel L. Jackson, Nicholas Holet Director: George NolfyMotion Image rating: PG-13 Running Time: 2 Hours This film, which is based on true events, has had its premiere marred by allegations of sexual
misconduct against a co-producer, but it shouldn't take away from its power. The banker tells the true story of a pair of black real estate entrepreneurs in 1950s Los Angeles and Texas. Faced with problems due to racism, the pair recruit a white person to pose as the head of their company. The trio buys property and integrates the
neighborhood, battling racism along the way until a suspicious executive and blunders by a white partner bring the business down. IMDb rating: 7.0/10Starring: Werner Herzog, Ian Brayley Kihl, John Larsen Director: Werner Herzog, Clive OppenheimerMotion Image rating: TV-PGRunning Time: 1 hour, 37 minutes Ever get a strange
feeling when thinking about what might be there in space, just waiting to fall to earth? If you want to look at the heavens grounded in science, look no further than Fireball. Directed by master documentary filmmaker Werner Herzog, Fireball focuses on meteors and comets, and studies how they influenced history, religion and more. For
fans of documentary filmmaking, any new Duke is an immediate must-watch. IMDb rating: 7.8/10Starting: Sadiq Vazquez, Chiwetel Ejiofor, Sadok Vazquez Director: Mark Deeble, Victoria StoneMotion Picture rating: PGRunning Time: 1 hour, 36 minutes Following the nature of documentaries such as Penguin March, this prize-nominated
film follows the journey of elephant growth Narrated by Chiwetel Ejiofor, the film was praised for its nuanced and sensitive appearance community and family. Suitable for Of all ages, the Queen of Elephants tells a complex, rewarding story. Thank you for let us know! Tell us why! Why!
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